welcome to

More Music, Less Technology
Your enjoyment of music was the motivation
for Gary Morrison and Ross Stevens to create
PureAudio. Our every design decision is to serve
this purpose. Purity in sound, materials, design,
and execution is our goal. Our user interfaces
are refined away to an unobtrusive minimum.
Our materials and component choices will
ensure a lifespan amounting to decades.
We invite you to enjoy our creations …
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“Pureaudio. Minimal, exotic, extraordinary.” So said a recent
reviewer of our products.

The amplifier’s Class A operation is automated through both
remote control and signal sensing.

Our ONE Integrated amplifier follows in the footsteps of our
other offerings and packages our separate Class A amplifier
performance in one chassis along with a very minimal and
transparent preamplifier section.

Our universal chassis design, constructed from heavy aluminium,
stainless steel mesh, and supported optimally on three custom
designed feet, presents a beautiful architectural look and fully
supports our musical goals.

Offering 4 line level inputs, one direct input (bypassing the volume
control) and with simple, direct push button source selection and
full remote volume control, the ONE Integrated amplifier is set to
become the heart of your music system.

Specifications:

Our ONE integrated amplifier sounds neutral or slightly tube-like
and delivers a performance that is relaxed, pure and involving.
Class A performance is maintained under typical domestic
conditions and there is headroom to spare for demanding
material. Difficult loads are easily driven.
As with our other products we have included a fully regulated,
high-current power supply (you will rarely find this in competing
products). This provides an optimum low impedance, low noise
environment, from which the amplifier can deliver its very best.
While offering Class A operation we were conscious of the need
to avoid energy wastage and so designed the amplifier to fall back
automatically to a low power standby mode when not in use.

Power: 100 Watts continuous into 8 Ohms
Frequency Response: -3dB at 3Hz and 80kHz
Input Impedance all inputs: 47k Ohms
Distortion: Typically <0.01% under normal operation
Current Output: 40A peak
Hum & Noise: Inaudible
Gain (maximum): 30dB
Power Consumption In use: 450 Watts
Dimensions: 410mm deep, 380mm wide, 155mm high
Weight: 26kg

If you have any questions or comments either ask your
PureAudio retailer, or contact us via our website,

www.pureaudio.co.nz
We would be happy to hear from you.

